Experimental Demonstration of a Tunable Microwave Undulator
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Static magnetic undulators used by x-ray light sources are fundamentally too limited to achieve shorter undulator periods and dynamic control. To overcome these limitations, we report experimental demonstration of a novel short-period microwave undulator, essentially a Thomson scattering device, that has yielded tunable spontaneous emission and seeded coherent radiation. Its equivalent undulator period \( \lambda_u \) is 13.9 mm while it has achieved an equivalent magnetic field of 0.65 T. For future-generation light sources, this device promises a shorter undulator period, a large aperture, and fast dynamic control.
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X-ray light sources employ permanent magnets that undulate an electron beam to generate radiation. The technology of permanent magnet undulators, which appeared more than 30 years ago [1] for the so-called third-generation light sources [2], is being pushed to its limits to satisfy the requirements of the fourth-generation light sources that are based on self-amplified spontaneous emission (SASE) free-electron lasers driven by linear accelerators (linac) [3,4]. Especially, short-period undulators are required to lower the demand of beam energy. However, permanent magnets are fundamentally limited to achieve shorter periods while maintaining adequate electron beam aperture and field strength [5]. Moreover, fast dynamic polarization control, which is required in the study of magnetic materials and chiral molecules, is not easily achievable with magnetic undulators. These limitations could be overcome using high-power guided microwaves to produce a periodic transverse wiggling field. However, no short-period and high-field implementation of a microwave undulator (MU) has been presented until now.

We present experimental results of a practical MU with an undulator period and a beam aperture of 13.9 and 39 mm, respectively. Its tunable field strength, which can reach 0.65 T, is demonstrated by undulating high-energy electron beams and studying their radiatiion spectra. We also present the scaling laws of this design, which show that when scaled to shorter undulator periods it maintains a larger beam aperture and higher field strength as compared to the static magnet systems. The azimuthal symmetry of the design allows having any polarization state that can be switched at the rate of hundreds of kilohertz.

The gain length [6] dictated by the experimental setup was not small enough to observe the SASE lasing. The direct laser seeding was also beyond the scope of our experiment. However, we carried out some seeded coherent harmonic generation (SCHG) experiments to show the tunable undulator operation by dynamic selection of the radiated on-axis harmonic of the bunching wavelength.

The principle of MUs to produce synchrotron radiation can be best understood in the inertial frame where the average electron velocity is zero. In this frame, the electron causes Thomson scattering of the Doppler-shifted microwaves. The scattered radiation, Doppler-shifted back to the lab frame, is the highly directional and very high-frequency synchrotron radiation. The stimulated emission in a microwave cavity from a relativistic beam was suggested in 1968 [7]. The first demonstration of an MU came as a ridge waveguide in 1983 [8]. In this configuration, the beam aperture was very small, and the peak undulating fields also appeared on the waveguide surface. Several researchers, motivated to develop new microwave sources, have also studied the MU radiation [9,10]. Recently, a group demonstrated stimulated scattering of a 38-GHz pump wave at TE_{11} mode from a 300-keV high-current electron beam [11]. However, this work provided no means for ensuring field uniformity along the 20-cm-long interaction period. Our motivation to develop MUs came in part from the development of a new rf system that could produce more than 0.5 gigawatt at X-band over a longer pulse length [12].

This, along with the advances in overmoded rf components and systems [13,14], generated the initial discourse on the practicality of the rf undulator [15–17]. Efficient designing of the rf undulator is also essential to fully utilize the high-power rf source. In conventional waveguide structures (see, for example, [8]), the required power, surface fields, and beam aperture scale to impractical values as one goes to the shorter wavelengths while maintaining a reasonable undulator strength. Our device, based on a circular corrugated waveguide operating at the hybrid balanced HE_{11} mode, is a novel, practical demonstration of an MU suitable for light source applications with an order of magnitude higher field than the previous works.

Following [1], the undulator deflecting parameter \( K \) is defined in terms of the equivalent undulating magnetic field \( B_u \) and the equivalent undulator period \( \lambda_u \) as \( K = 93.4 B_u(T) \lambda_u(m) \). For an MU (see [8–10]), \( \lambda_u \) and...
$B_u$ are given as $\lambda_u = \lambda/(1 + \lambda/\lambda_g)$ and $B_u = \frac{1}{2} (B_\perp + E_\perp/c)$, where $c$ is the speed of light, $\lambda$ is the free-space wavelength, $\lambda_g$ is the guide wavelength, and $B_\perp$ and $E_\perp$ are the peak standing-wave amplitudes of the transverse magnetic and electric fields, respectively.

For the same $K$ parameter and $\lambda_u$, the hybrid-balanced HE$_{11}$ mode requires less power and exhibits much higher quality factor and smaller surface fields compared to the fundamental TE$_{11}$ mode. This unique merit of HE$_{11}$ modes makes it possible to operate the waveguide at extremely high fields at the center without suffering from fatigue due to the surface magnetic fields [18] or breakdown due to the surface electric fields [19]. This also opens the door for the use of superconducting surfaces, as the surface field on the waveguide wall can always be reduced below the quenching limit.

For the HE$_{11}$ mode, the optimal radius $a_{\text{opt}}$, which minimizes the required rf power, is given by

$$a_{\text{opt}} \approx 0.646 N_u^{1/3} \lambda_u,$$

where $N_u$ is the number of undulator periods. For $N_u = 100$, $a_{\text{opt}} = 3\lambda_u$, which is a much larger aperture than could be realized in any static undulator (SU). For the copper [conductivity: $5.8 \times 10^7 (\Omega\text{m})^{-1}$] cavity with $a = a_{\text{opt}}$ and $N_u \gg 1$, we can derive following scaling laws for the required power $P$ and filling-time $t_f$ from the expressions [20] of the HE$_{11}$ mode:

$$P(\text{MW}) \approx 2.46 K^2 N_u^{2/3} \lambda_u^{-1/2} \approx 2.15 B_u^2 N_u^{2/3} \lambda_u^{3/2}$$

$$t_f(\text{ns}) \approx 32.8 N_u^{3/2} \lambda_u^2/\lambda_g,$$

where $\lambda_u$ is measured in centimeters.

Figure 1(a) shows a cutaway view of our MU that operates at 11.424 GHz. The structure of corrugated guiding walls was optimized using a computer program based on mode-matching technique [21]. The depth and period of corrugation are 6.9 and 11.2 mm, respectively. To reduce the filling time, as required by the available rf source, we chose a radius less than $a_{\text{opt}}$ so that with an effective undulator length of 1 m, the aperture size was $2.8\lambda_u$. The ends of the undulator were designed to have suitable field tapering to minimize net transverse drift of the electron beam as it travels through the undulator [22,23]. Without appropriate field tapering, the drift could only be reduced for linear polarization by choosing the right rf phase for the injection of the beam [23,24]. The curved surface is shaped to properly reflect back the diffracted wave to preserve the HE$_{11}$ mode within the overmoded, corrugated waveguide. This design was fabricated as an ultra-high-vacuum device using oxygen-free high-conductivity copper. Using an automated version of quality-factor ($Q$) measurement from the $S$ parameters [25], the $Q$ of this cavity was measured to be 91 000, which is an order of magnitude higher than that of a typical copper cavity operating at this frequency. To achieve weak coupling without reducing the aperture of the feeding waveguide, we positioned the coupling aperture where the surface electric field exhibits an odd symmetry [Fig. 1(b)] that could only weakly couple to the even symmetry of the fundamental
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mode of the feeding rectangular waveguide. Two couplers separated by 90° in azimuth were implemented [Fig. 1(c)] as the sources of two orthogonal polarizations. Figure 1(d) shows the profiles of on-axis electric ($E$) and magnetic ($B$) fields. The $E$ field profile was measured using a bead pull setup, and the data were extracted using perturbation theory as described in [26]. The good agreement between the measured [Fig. 1(d), red] and simulated [Fig. 1(d), blue] results affirms accurate implementation of the undulator. Moreover, the hybrid-balanced nature of the HE$_{11}$ mode is obvious from the same equivalent amplitudes of $E$ [Fig. 1(d), blue] and $B$ [Fig. 1(d), gray] fields.

The MU was tested at the Next Linear Collider Test Accelerator (NLCTA) at the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory. This facility offers an electron beam of energy ranging from 50 to 120 MeV. In our experiments, the bunch length was about 1 ps (full width at half maximum) for a 30-pC charge. Figure 2 delineates the experimental setup. A 50-MW klystron operating at 11.424 GHz with 1.6-μs (flat-top) pulse fed the MU through a 40-m-long overmoded waveguide. A feed-forward mechanism was employed to compensate for the phase drifts within the klystron pulse. We also shaped the rf pulse to maximize the energy transfer to the MU while maintaining a low level of reflection back to the klystron. To control the rf phase at the injection of the bunch, and hence the transverse bunch drift, we used a phase shifter at the input of the traveling-wave-tube amplifier that fed the klystron. The system was operated at 1, 10, and 60 Hz. The temperature of the MU was regulated at 12.1°C so that the HE$_{11}$ mode was resonant at 11.424 GHz. Whenever heating of the cavity caused a small shift in the resonant frequency (194 kHz/°C), the frequency of rf pulse was changed accordingly by applying appropriate linear phase chirp.

As per our simulation results, the $K$ parameter is related to the stored energy ($U$) as $U(\text{joules}) = 65 \times K^2$. The profile of $U$ and hence $K$ versus time was obtained from the real-time measured data of the incident and reflected powers at the MU (Supplemental Material [27]). The injection timing of the beam was adjusted to coincide with the peak of $U$ and $K$. The shot-to-shot variation in $K$ was observed to be less than 1%. For this experiment, we used only one coupling port of the MU and hence generated only linearly polarized fields.

A color charge-coupled device camera was set up to receive the snapshots of far-field radiation. To measure the optical spectrum in visible range, another color charge-coupled device camera was used with 300 lines/mm grating setup in front of it. Various optical filters (395, 530, 780 nm, etc.) were used to accurately map the pixel positions to the wavelength. For the ultraviolet (UV) range, a vacuum UV spectrometer was used.

The wavelength of the radiation generated by a linearly polarized undulator is given as follows [1]:

$$\lambda_{\text{rad}}(n) = \lambda_u (1 + K^2/2 + \gamma^2\theta^2)/(2n\gamma^2),$$

where $n$ is the order of harmonic, $\gamma$ is the electron beam energy measured in units of electron mass ($\approx 0.511$ MeV), and $\theta$ is the small angular distance from the axis of the undulator to the point of observation. The fundamental wavelength of on-axis radiation $\lambda_{\text{rad}}^{(1)}$ was calculated by correlating the measured and theoretical spectra.

Figure 3(a) presents the measured spectra for various values of $K$ at 70.3 MeV. The theoretically calculated spectrum for $K = 0.69$ is also shown for reference. Figure 3(b) shows fundamental wavelength of on-axis radiation $\lambda_{\text{rad}}^{(1)}$ versus $K$ for beam energies of 53.5 MeV [Fig. 3(b), red] and 70.3 MeV [Fig. 3(b), blue]. In Fig. 3, the values of $K$ were obtained by best fitting the values of $\lambda_{\text{rad}}^{(1)}$ obtained from the spectrum measurements to the values of $K$ obtained from rf measurements. The measured data closely match the theoretical predictions of Eq. (4), which
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are plotted as solid lines. The main sources of uncertainty in the calculation of radiation wavelength are the rf power measurements that determine the K parameter and the beam energy measurements.

In these experiments, we typically had beam current = 30 A, rms beam size = 0.2 mm, beam energy = 70 MeV, and $K = 0.6$, which yielded a one-dimensional gain length [6] of about 0.5 m, half the undulator length. It was not possible to observe the SASE lasing in two gain lengths. Also, the routing of the laser beam in the facility could not be changed to allow for direct laser seeding experiment, in which case some gain could be observed. However, we carried out some SCHG experiments to demonstrate the tunability of our undulator. As shown in Fig. 2, the setup for SCHG experiments includes a seed laser, a SU, and a chicane (C2), which were used along with the MU. We use the symbols $K_{\text{SU}}$ or $K_{\text{MU}}$ and $\lambda^{(1)}_{\text{SU}}$ or $\lambda_{\text{MU}}$ to distinguish the $K$ and $\lambda_{\mu}$ of SU and MU, respectively.

The results of tunable SCHG are shown in Fig. 4. The beam energy was fixed to 120 MeV, and $K_{\text{MU}}$ was kept at 0.49 so that $\lambda_{\text{rad}}^{(1)}$ was $141 \pm 5$ nm according to Eq. (4). The spectrum obtained without seeding spanned 145–250 nm (Fig. 4, blue). Note that the intensity axis is not calibrated to cater for the response of optics for various wavelengths. For seeding, we used a 2.4-μm laser, derived from an optical parametric amplification system. We had SU with $K_{\text{SU}} = 2.76$ and $\lambda_{\text{SU}} = 5.5$ cm so that its fundamental radiation wavelength was also 2.4 μm. The electrons bunched at 2.4 μm gave rise to the strong coherent radiation at the bunching harmonics that overlapped with the spectrum of MU (Fig. 4, red). By changing $K_{\text{MU}}$, we could shift the spectrum of MU and hence pick other harmonics of bunching. Such dynamic selection of harmonics is not possible with conventional SUs. A similar SCHG experiment was also carried out with a commercial Ti:sapphire 800-nm seed laser (Supplemental Material [28]).

We have demonstrated a short-period, large-aperture undulator based on a microwave resonator with low surface fields. As verified by the spectrum measurements of radiation, this device can achieve $K$ parameter of order 1. Moreover, the $K$ parameter can be controlled dynamically to tune the radiation wavelength. The discussion about the experimental setup and the gain length of our device will help the researchers interested in using this device for advanced applications. We have also provided the scaling laws of our design, which show that an efficient implementation with even shorter undulator periods is possible. This design is also amenable to superconductor implementation requiring a relatively low power source, which would allow efficient use of the device in storage-ring-based light sources and could lead to the next generation of fast-tunable light sources.
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